Cassandra Ellis Studio is a London-based design company that creates
furniture, homewares and interiors.
The Studio’s practice is focused on a new classicism that is neither
minimalist nor traditional, but quiet, emotive and timeless. At the heart
of this is an aesthetic that takes simple, useful and beautiful as its
benchmarks.
Inspired by modernist painters, sculptors, architecture and makers, the
approach is united by an underlying attention to detail, surface, and form.
This results in furniture, products and spaces that are quiet and painterly,
infused with simplicity paired with thoughtful detailing.
The Studio is committed to high-quality craftsmanship that employs the
best of traditional and modern techniques.

www.cassandraellis.co.uk

THE FAMILY SOFA

THE FAMILY SOFA
Our biggest sofa - created for big family gatherings - and as a
casual counterpoint to our other pieces. Low arms and a very deep
seat allows people (and pooches) of all sizes and ages to enjoy.
Deep and wide enough for a nap, sleepover or extended movie
night.
The Family sofa is also available with fixed covers only, or with a
set of fixed and loose covers. Beautifully and traditionally
constructed, this piece will last a lifetime.
The Family sofa is also available in bespoke sizes to suit.
Dimensions:
H85cm x D110cm x L240cm
Seat Height 42cm
Seat Depth 77cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Plain as standard – with one seat cushion. Two or three seat
cushions available as bespoke.
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs. Tapered.
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
14 metres fixed
16 metres loose
Bespoke:
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE LIBRARY SOFA

THE LIBRARY SOFA
Deep-seated with a slightly raked back and slim arms, the
Library Sofa’s superb construction is supported by elegantly
tapered walnut legs. A separate feather-and-down cushion
enhances the fine design, adding the finishing touch to this
inviting sofa that is equally at home in a classic or contemporary
setting.
Dimensions:
H92cm x D87cm x L200cm
Seat Height 45cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame.
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Plain as standard
Black nail detailing available as an option
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs - turned or tapered
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
14 metres
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE SETTEE

THE SETTEE
Graceful and neat, our upright settee is both elegant and
comfortable. It works equally well in a modest front room, a
study or an expansive kitchen- and makes and excellent second
sofa to the Chesterfield or Library sofa.
Dimensions:
H80cm x D88cm x L198cm
Seat Height 45cm
Seat Depth 68cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Plain only
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs - turned or tapered
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
16 metres or 210 sqft hide
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE SOFABED/BEDSOFA

THE SOFA BED/BED SOFA
An elegant and simple sofa/bed that sits well in both classic and
contemporary surroundings. The separate and fully sprung
large single mattress works perfectly for overnight guests. With
its clean lines, it works beautifully when covered in a large scale
print, or it can be quieter in plain linen or a combination of
fabrics.
Dimensions:
H78cm x D100cm x L 198cm
Seat Height 46cm
Seat Depth 86cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Feather and foam bolsters or feather and down back cushions
Finishes:
Plain as standard
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs. Tapered only.
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
10 metres
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE PETITE SETTEE

THE PETITE SETTEE
A smaller and thoroughly delightful version of our elegant
settee. Graceful and neat, this upright settee is both refined and
comfortable. It works equally well in a modest sized living
room, a study or at the end of a bed. It's also perfect as second
or third sofa in a larger room.
Dimensions:
H80cm x D78cm x L178cm
Seat Height 45cm
Seat Depth 58cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Plain only
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs - turned or tapered
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
12 metres or 210 sqft hide
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke
.

THE DAYBED

THE DAYBED
Our deep buttoned daybed was inspired by the idea of making
every space in your home useful. Long and wide enough for
occasional guests or naps, it is also suitable as a compact but
beautiful sofa.
Dimensions:
H70cm x D82cm x L198cm
Seat Height 40cm
Seat Depth 66cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Buttoned as standard, or plain as bespoke
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
8 metres or 100 sqft hide
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE CHESTERFIELD

THE CHESTERFIELD
The big sofa. Perfect for two, three, four (and the dog). Deep,
with and upright and elegant stance. It's a true classic that's
equally at home in a Victorian terrace, a barn conversion, or
contemporary apartment.
Dimensions:
H 75cm x D 90cm x L 250cm
Seat Height 35cm
Seat Depth 55cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Buttoned as standard, or plain as bespoke
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs. Turned or tapered.
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
16 metres or 210 sqft hide
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE MAMA CHAIR

THE MAMA CHAIR
A compact and carefully upholstered wingback chair. The
combination of the gentle enveloping shape, tight and clean
upholstery and elegant legs makes it a deeply cocooning chair,
that can sit comfortably in any room and style of home.
It is an excellent companion to the Big Chair.
Dimensions:
H102cm x D67cm x W 65cm
Seat Height 45cm
Seat Depth 55cm
Seat Width 56cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Plain as standard.
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs. Turned or tapered
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
6 metres or 70 sqft hide
Bespoke:
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE LIBRARY CHAIR

THE LIBRARY CHAIR
An elegant and deeply comfortable chair with a slightly raked
back and slim arm. A separate feather-and-down cushion adds
the finishing touch to this inviting chair that is equally at home
in a classic or contemporary setting.
With its elegantly tapered legs, it is an excellent companion to
the Settee or Chesterfield.
Dimensions:
H92cm x D67cm x L65cm
Seat Height 45cm, Seat Depth 61cm, Seat Width 50cm,
Arm Height 75cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame.
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Plain as standard
Black nail detailing available as an option
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs - turned or tapered
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
6 metres + 1.5 metres for seat cushion
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE BIG CHAIR

THE BIG CHAIR
A large and beautiful chair for one, with a relaxing raked back
and deep seat. Low arms ensure versatility and comfort.
The Salon stool works as a suitable footrest.
Dimensions:
H90cm x D110cm x L/W 88cm
Seat Height 45cm
Seat Depth 72cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Plain as standard, or buttoned as bespoke
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs. Turned or tapered
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
8 metres or 100 sqft hide
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE FAMILY CHAIR

THE FAMILY CHAIR
A simple, classic and deeply comfortable armchair. Completely
versatile in its shape, proportions and style, the Family chair sits
happily in formal or relaxed environments as well as any room
within a home.
It's size is perfect for tall and small and is also available with a
fixed cover, or a set of fixed or loose covers.
Beautifully and traditionally constructed, this piece will last a
lifetime.
Dimensions:
H87cm x D90cm x W 73cm
Seat Height 46cm
Seat Depth 67cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Plain as standard, or buttoned back as bespoke
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs. Tapered
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
7 metres fixed
8 metres loose
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE SALON CHAIR AND STOOL

THE SALON CHAIR AND STOOL
Simple, comfortable and ever versatile, the salon chair and stool
can be placed individually or kept together to create a chaise.
Available as a pair or separately.
Dimensions:
Chair
H90cm x D60cm x W 60cm
Seat Height 40cm
Seat Depth 50cm
Stool
H 40cm x D 60cm x W 66cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Plain as standard, or buttoned as bespoke
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs. Turned or tapered.
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
Chair 5 metres or 73 sqft hide
Stool 1.5 metres or 28 sqft hide
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE SIMPLE CHAIR

THE SIMPLE CHAIR
A quiet, elegant dining chair with a traditionally upholstered
seat. Strong, yet refined and perfectly proportioned for long
days or dinners.
Dimensions:
H81cm x D45cm x L45cm
Seat Height 46cm
Frame:
Handmade frame
Finishes:
Black Walnut, White oiled Oak, Ebonised Oak as standard.
Other woods available as bespoke.
Fabric:
55cm x 55cm per seat
7sqft hide, with a minimum cut size of 55cm x 55cm per panel.

THE BENCH

THE BENCH
The deep and beautifully buttoned bench is a simpler but no
less useful version of our daybed - and a very handsome
accompaniment to the larger sofas. Long and wide enough for
naps, feet, bottoms or books.
Dimensions:
H40cm x D66cm x L198cm
Frame:
Handmade hardwood Beech frame
Upholstery:
Traditional build combining the best of modern and classic
techniques
Finishes:
Buttoned as standard, or plain as bespoke
Waxed oak, ash, walnut or mahogany legs - turned or tapered
British brass castors in lacquered or antiqued finish
Fabric:
4 metres or 55 sqft hide
Bespoke:
Available in bespoke sizes
Full traditional upholstery available as bespoke

THE SIMPLE BENCH

THE SIMPLE BENCH
A quiet and elegant bench that is equally comfortable at a dining table, the
end of a bed, or in an entrance hall. A traditionally constructed frame and
upholstered seat, topped with a feather filled cushion ensures a comfortable
seat. Strong, yet refined and perfectly proportioned, the Simple bench is an
incredibly useful and elegant addition.
Dimensions:
H46cm x D45cm x L200cm
Frame:
Handmade frame
Finishes:
Black Walnut, White oiled Oak, Ebonised Oak as standard. Other woods
available as bespoke.
Plain as standard with feather filled cushion.
Fabric:
4 metres
Bespoke:
Other sizes and wood finishes available as bespoke.

THE LIBRARY TABLE

THE LIBRARY TABLE
The bigger brother to the delightful Sharing Table. A graceful,
understated and simple solution for dining, writing, reading or
working. It is perfectly proportioned in its detailing with a
turned top, brass pins and tapered edges.
H 76.5cm x D 120cm x widest point at base 90cm
Black Walnut, English Oak or Scottish Elm.
Other woods available as bespoke.
Oiled with brass pin detailing.
Bespoke sizing available.

THE SHARING TABLE AND SIMPLE STOOLS

THE SHARING TABLE
A graceful, understated and simple solution for dining, writing,
reading or working. It's role changes as your needs change and
it sits beautifully in both contemporary and classic settings. It is
perfectly proportioned in its detailing with brass pins and
tapered edges.
H 76.5cm x D 75cm x widest point at base 90cm
Black Walnut, English Oak or Scottish Elm.
Other woods available as bespoke.
Oiled with brass pin detailing.
Bespoke sizing available.

THE SIMPLE STOOL

THE SIMPLE STOOL
Simple, useful and beautiful. As side tables or occasional stools
- perfectly proportioned for lamps, feet, children and
refreshments. Robust, elegant and versatile - just perfect.
H 43cm x D 33cm x widest point at base 42cm
Black Walnut, English Oak or Scottish Elm.
Other woods available as bespoke.
Bespoke sizing available.

THE SCULPTED LAMP

THE SCULPTED LAMP
Refined and tactile, the Sculpted lamp is thoughtfully and
beautifully made. Available in two perfectly proportioned sizes
in either Black Walnut or English Sycamore, with brass
fittings, a switched bayonet lamp holder, silk or linen flex and a
UK plug.
Medium - H 58cm (including fittings) x D 12.5cm at base.
Tall - H 85cm (including fittings) x D 12.5cm at base.
Wood and flex options:
Black Walnut with black silk flex
English Sycamore with natural linen flex
Other woods available as bespoke
Oiled with brass detailing
Brass fittings with a switched bayonet holder and UK plug. EU
and US plugs available

QUILTS

QUILTS
Our signature quilts use both new and old fabric sourced from
around the world, to create individual quilts that are beautiful
and practical.
Quilts are sometimes available in the studio, but most are
designed and made as a bespoke piece for Interior Designers
and individual clients.
Every quilt is unique, with inspired colour combinations and
exacting craftsmanship, using a combination of personally
selected vintage, antique and handwoven silk, cotton, wool and
linen.
Commissioning a quilt is much the same process as
commissioning a piece of furniture, ceramic installation or piece
of art.
Once a design and final size is agreed, a quilt or group of quilts
takes between 4-8 weeks to complete.

PHILOSOPHY AND METHODS
The upholstered furniture is made by highly skilled and respected
furniture makers in the UK, using a combination of the best
traditional and modern techniques and materials.
Beech frames are handmade to exacting standards using mortice
and tenon joints and chamfered edges for a superior finish.
All wood is FSC approved and can be supplied as kiln or air dried
where necessary.
We upholster using the best of modern and traditional methods as
standard, but can also provide a fully traditional service if required.
The tables, stools, and lamps are handmade in England, using a
variety of English and European woods and can be customized to
suit by material or size.
All furniture can be supplied to comply with UK, European and
US commercial requirements, as well as residential standards.
The signature quilts use both new and old fabric sourced from
around the world, to create individual quilts that are beautiful and
practical. All quilts are designed as a bespoke product.

CONTACT
Studio:
6, The Village
101 Amies Street
Battersea
SW11 2JW
www.cassandraellis.co.uk
Viewings by appointment:
To book a visit to our studio, contact:
cassandra@cassandraellis.co.uk
+44 (0) 7887896481

